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People really care what they’re doing at CHSR
This year (hey also applied for the programs are influxright now and
money to buy a "dynamic presence are trying to be designed to
equalizer" but were turned down accommodate the listener They

, for lack of money . However, Miller are in the process of reviving a
They are also experimenting jndicate(<| they were going to try radio play program with the first of

The news department Ibis year is “'asTaï' SS Ind wln ar-und ChrislmaB I, gelL it said*1haTuds year* girls are
blues to napie a couple. There is a Another problem they have had , ing a greater part in the 
problem with these shows in that is that of broadcasting sporting s)a|j()n as 0pp0Sed to previous 
they are all on Sunday ; but about events away from home^ 1 his is yeafs wlu,n they were relegated to 
20 per cent of the listeners have an being caused by the n.b. le |he news department. They are 
interest in them. operators strike. He added jnv()|ved in an aspects, such as

i ,, however that the sports depart- programming nroduction
There is also the program ment is very enthusiastic this year ^‘S ànd on the ah' programs,

quality problem in the residence and art. hoping to improve Hp c0’nciuded by saying that
system. Last year the station coverage of the games. (’HSR outnoles CBZ by a
bought two pieces of equipment to ( HMi outpoies vbz. oy
improve the quality of the signal. He said that the special considerable margin on campus.

listener Miller said he felt they also 
raised the quality 
department in general.

These people are enthusiastic over 
what they are doing. There is in 
fact a fair size waiting list for 
people who want shows on the air.

of the newsBv RICH BASTON 
"This year programming is 

better because people really care 
what they doing,” CHSR station 
director Dave Miller said.

He said that the whole set up has

Kïï?.rÆ”s,rs”. cXrw =,<* -,
involved and he knows all of them, programs prov.des a great 
as opposed to previous years, quantity of information for the

orientated with 
like SRC Forum and

more campus
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HARVEY Studios
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CALL FOR FAST SERVICE 
AND DELIVERY4:00 — 2:00Graduation Photography 

is an art.
The
Photographers
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make it a pleasure.
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298 KING ST. — CORNER WESTMORLAND 

FREDERICTON, N. B. SUN. new***
_ Dial 455-9415

HARVEY studios
I ! \ 3 72 Queen St. I

4:00 — 1:00
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WERE YOU ENNUMERATED? 7

Do you need help with ABSENTEE VOTING?

V

LET US HELP YOU ! I
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CALL:

454-0346HEADQUARTERS
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